High Iodine Status in the Hair Samples of Well-Nourished Thai Children
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Abstract

Background: Thailand is a country with adequate iodine intake status. There were increasing reports of excessive iodine exposure in a specific children group, which could also elicit adverse health consequences.

Objectives: This study explored the hair iodine levels of well-nourished children from Bangkok and the perimeters. The findings of a broad range, high average level, and extreme outliers warranted the risk assessment procedures and the awareness-raising of excessive iodine exposure consequences in a specific children group.

Methods: We performed the secondary analysis of the dataset from a case-control study of Thai children’s hair element levels in the study group with Attention Deficit and Hyperactive Disorders (ADHD) and the healthy control group. We compared the differences in hair iodine levels with their age, sex, address, attending school types, religious, ADHD, and nutritional category status. We correlated these results with the previous national surveys of median Urine Iodine Concentration (UIC) levels in Thai Children.

Results: Children’s hair iodine levels had a broad range, from 0.81 to 28.00μg/gm, with a higher average level (3.07±3.33μg/gm) than the previously documented values. The frequency distribution of participants in different quartiles was even. Several high outliers had their hair iodine levels between 7.4 to 28μg/gm. Children who lived in Bangkok and studied in private schools had higher hair iodine levels than their counterparts. Previous national children’s health surveys also reported the wide ranges and high median UIC levels in young children. These findings potentially suggested high iodine exposure in a specific group of Thai children.

Discussion: The double-edged iodine status in Thai children, from the insufficient intake to excessive exposure, was evident. While iodine deficiency awareness dominated public policy, there was an imminent risk of excessive iodine exposure in the group of young and well-nourished children from the middle- to high-income families in Bangkok.
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Introduction

Iodine is an essential trace mineral for children’s health because of its crucial role in thyroid hormone synthesis. Iodine deficiency is a well-recognized global concern for childhood brain and growth development and the worldwide, most common, preventable cause of mental retardation [1]. The worldwide campaign against iodine deficiency in school-age children was quite successful. According to the 2019 global scorecard of the iodine nutrition by the Iodine Global Network (IGN), 149 countries, or 86% of all 174 participating nations, had sufficient iodine intake status. These countries managed to keep their national survey levels of median Urine Iodine Concentration (UIC) above the WHO’s criteria for insufficient intake limit at 100μg/L. However, 14 countries reported their median UIC levels above 300μg/L, which suggested excessive iodine intake status [2-4].

Excessive iodine exposure could elicit adverse health consequences comparable to insufficient iodine intake [5]. There were worldwide reports of potential sequelae from excessive iodine intake, which included a wide range of either transient or permanent thyroid dysfunction such as hypothyroidism, thyrotoxicosis, goiter, thyroid nodules, autoimmune thyroiditis, or the increased risk of specific thyroid cancer [6-16]. Despite these known facts, the awareness of potential consequences from excessive iodine intake is generally dormant.

We herein did the secondary analysis on a pilot case-control study dataset, which was previously published [17,18]. We explored the hair iodine levels of this study’s participants and correlated these findings to the previous Thailand population surveys of median UIC levels in the different children-age groups. We then proposed an imminent risk of excessive iodine intake in a specific group of well-nourished Bangkok children from the family with middle to high socioeconomic status.

Materials and Methods

This case-control study compared the thirty-nine bio-element levels in hair samples of diagnosed Attention Deficit and Hyperactive Disorder (ADHD) children and their healthy controls from December 2015 to June 2016. With the known technical limitations of hair mineral analysis, there were the meticulous arrangements of sample collection, processing, and analytical processing through a certified U.S. laboratory service, as detailed in the previous reports [18,19]. The inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) yielded the iodine level as micrograms per gram (μg/gm), or part per million, of dry hair weight.
Participants

The participants were one hundred and eleven Thai children, with the age-range of three to seven years old. There were seventy-one boys and forty girls. Most of them lived in Bangkok (75%) and studied in private schools (77%), which indicated their families' socioeconomic status that ranged from middle to high levels. Almost all of them (95.6%) had the nutritional status categories as either healthy (58.2%), overweight (13.2%), or obese (24.4%), according to the Body-mass-index-for-Age-Z-scores (BAZ) following either the WHO growth standards for 0-5-year-old children [20], or the WHO growth references for over-5-year-old children [21].

Data processing and statistical analysis

We performed the dataset analysis through the Microsoft office365 spreadsheet (Microsoft Corp. Release 2016, Redmond, WA, USA) and IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows (IBM Corp. Release 2015, Version 23.0, Armonk, NY, USA). We processed all the statistical analyses by the non-parametric testing as the Kolmogorov-Smirnov normality tests did not show a normal distribution of the dataset despite the data transformation.

We derived the mean, median, minimum, maximum, and standard deviations of the hair iodine levels. We analyzed the average hair iodine levels against the different age, sex, and nutritional categories groups, either by the Mann-Whitney U test or the Kruskal Wallis Test. The Chi-Square tests were used for assessing the differences of the observed participant frequencies among the four quartiles of hair iodine levels. All tests used P-value at less than 0.05 as the limit for statistical significance.

To derive the cut-off level of hair iodine level in this dataset, we used the binary outcomes of age, sex, and nutritional status to evaluate through a receiver operating characteristic curve, or ROC. However, we did not get any practical cut-off level of hair iodine in this dataset.

Results

In tables 1 and 2 and figure 1, the average hair iodine levels in girls who lived in Bangkok and attended the private-schools were significantly higher than the boys, the suburban residents, and their public-school-attending counter parts. While the average hair iodine level of all participants was 3.1ug/gm, the well-nourished children, with healthy body weight, overweight, or obese, could present with the exceptional high hair iodine levels that ranged from 7.4 to 28 μg/gm. These findings suggested the co-existing of the insufficient, adequate, and excessive iodine exposure among these children. The children group prone to excessive iodine exposure were those girls from middle and high socioeconomic families in Bangkok.

Discussion

Humans excrete most dietary iodine intakes through urine within a few days; hence the median UIC level is recognized as the iodine exposure indicator for the epidemiological studies [2]. However, the urine iodine level reflects a relatively short-term exposure of only a few days of intake. The UIC levels could also vary daily, or even within the same day, in an individual [1,2,22,23]. These variations make the UIC level not very useful as the exposure indicator for an individual exposure assessment [24]. Despite the unsettling debates on inter- and intra-laboratory variations of the hair-element analytical processes [19], previous studies suggested hair iodine level as a valuable long-term-exposure indicator [25-27].
There was no previous reference for the hair iodine level in Thai children. We can not derive the practical cut-off level of hair iodine from this study dataset with ROC analysis. Previous studies reported the median and average ICP-MS-derived hair iodine levels between 0.385-0.826 and 1.12-1.13μg/gm, respectively [4,21,38]. There were also the broad S.D range in the Thai children dataset also indicated considerably higher than those of the previous findings. The high outliers in urine and hair iodine studies indicated the risk of excessive iodine exposure in the susceptible children group. Unlike the known association of iodine insufficiency in the malnourished children, there were no previous reference for the hair iodine level in Thai children.

There were several reports of the excessive iodine intake status in the school-age children in Korea, Nepal, China, East Africa, Algeria, and Colombia [4,16,31-37]. Such findings raise the concern of excessive iodine intake in a specific group of Thai children.

A serial of 2000, 2012, and 2014 national surveys reported the median UIC levels in the school-age Thai children at 150, 262, and 168μg/gm, respectively [4,21,38]. There were also the broad ranges of UIC levels from 20 to 2,495 μg/L. Altogether, 42% of children had their median UIC levels above 200μg/L, which indicated either the above-the-requirement or excessive iodine exposure by the WHO’s iodine intake criteria [2,38]. Moreover, 19% of children had their UIC levels below 100μg/L, which was the cut-off level for insufficient iodine intake status [2].

High outliers in urine and hair iodine studies indicated the risk of excessive iodine exposure in the susceptible children group. Unlike the known association of iodine insufficiency in the malnourished children, our study showed the excess hair iodine status in the group of well-nourished children.

There were no differences between the age groups in this hair iodine study. But the Thai national survey showed higher median UIC levels in young children than those in the school-aged group [38]. Bangkokian and private-school students also prone to excessive hair iodine status.

In this analysis, the hair iodine levels were evenly distributed from the first to the fourth quartile groups, which suggested the co-existing of insufficient, adequate, and excessive iodine intake status among these children. The double edges of the iodine intake status, ranging from inadequate to the potentially excessive intake, were evident.
in these children. Therefore, the young and well-nourished Bangkok children from middle to high socioeconomic status families were likely the high-risk group for excessive iodine exposure.

In 1995, 2001, 2009, and 2014 national surveys, the proportions of Thai overweight and obese children were gradually increasing [38,39]. The 2014 survey reported the percentages of overweight and obese children in Bangkok at 46 and 51% in the 1-5 and 6-11-year-old groups, respectively [38]. Such trends suggested an imminent risk of excessive iodine intake in these well-, or overnourished children.

The recent national survey did not find the association of the iodine levels in the household table salts to the children’s UIC levels [38]. These findings warranted the proper risk assessment studies to identify potential iodine exposure sources, the exposure levels, the potential health impacts, and the future risk management strategies.

This analysis’s main limitation was the lack of dietary intake information to help relating dietary iodine sources to these hair iodine findings. Another disadvantage was the analysis of a hair iodine dataset, which was not the standard iodine exposure marker. However, together with the nature of long-term iodine retention in hair samples and the precise handling of hair sample collection, handling, processing, and analyzing, several studies supported the hair iodine level’s validity as an individual long-term exposure indicator. These overall findings suggested the potential risk of excessive iodine intake in the specific young, well-nourished children from the middle to high-income families of Bangkok.
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